
 
 
 

EXCITED FOR MORE? 

 
The Forbidden Realms, the second installment in this six-part epic 
fantasy adventure, is available now! 
 
As many of you know, self-publishing can be very hard! I do everything 
on my own, and while I have some help along the way, the most 
successful authors are those who have a loyal fanbase and lots of 
reviews on GoodReads and Amazon! 

 
If you would, please take a moment to leave a review or rating. 

 It helps more than you know. 
 

Sign up for the email newsletter and be the first to know about 
special projects, new releases, events, and giveaways! 

 
Be sure to follow H.C. Newell on 
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This glossary is meant to be read after the completion of the novel. 
It contains all characters, references, and places visited throughout 
the novel. 

 
Aenwyn…………… See Numera 
Ahn’Clave………… Ancient race of evae that 

disappeared centuries ago; previous 
inhabitants of Anaemiril 

Anaemiril…………. Ancient cave system that spans the  
reaches of Laeroth 

Arnemaeus………... See memory shards 
Arun………………. A rare magical receptacle holding  

powerful energy 
Avelloch Líadrindel… Evaesh assassin; Ahn’clave lineage 
Azae’l……………..  Unknown person who Klaud and  

Avelloch seek to save from a deadly 
curse 

Bael ……………….  Slang term for demon lover 
The Blades………... See Shadow Blades 
Brenavae………….. Eveash term meaning brother 
Broken Order  
Brotherhood ……… An organization meant to dismantle  

the Order of Saro; also known as The 
Brotherhood 

Centry …………….. Devolved evae that were once 
imprisoned by the ancient ahn’clave 

Child of Skye……... Label used by the Order of Saro in 
      regard to Vaeda Vindagraav 
Circle of Six ……… Collective name for the six Divines  

of the Order of Saro 
Creatures of  
Darkness………….. Manifestations of dark energy from the 

deceased 
Delvine…………… Semi-aquatic humanoids that live in  

the waters surrounding the island nation 
of Erasin 

Dreled……………..  Theriantrophy halflings 
Dren……………….  Feline creatures of darkness 
Drimil……………... Eveash term meaning magic user 
Ebbard…………….. Stage name of Loryk Vaughan 
Elf ………………… Human slang for evae 
Erolith…………….. The world of which Laeroth resides 



 

 

Evae………………. Official race name of the elves 
Everett Mountains… Mountain range along the coast of  

Llyne 
Fench……………… Stone covered creature of darkness 
First Blood………… See Ahn’Clave 
Fjord of Jokulsa…… Rival bard to Ebbard 
Galacia……………. Small fishing village within Llyne 
Gilbrich Willby….... High ranking member of the Broken  

Order Brotherhood; friend to 
Nerana 

Glass eye………….. A magical item meant to reveal hidden 
illusions 

Havsgard………….. Mining village in the Everett  
Mountains 

High Road………… A single road that connects through  
each human territory of Laeroth; also 
known as The Road 

Kila………………... Evaesh curse for irritation 
Klaet’il…………….. Evaesh forest clan 
Klaud Alwinör …… Magic bearing evae; devoted friend to 

Azae’l 
Knights of the  
Order……………… Men who were given to the Order as  

infants and tortured into becoming   
fierce warriors 

Ko’ehlaeu’at ……… See Tree 
Laeroth …………… Continent containing human and  

non-human territories; collective name 
of the human territories 

Lanathess…………. Eveash slang for human 
Llyne…………….... Hold within the human-led territory  

of Laeroth; home of the Broken Order 
Brotherhood 

Loryk Vaughan…… Famous bard; best friend to Nerana 
Mange……………..  Hidden village in the Everett  

Mountains; known as Mange the Strange 
Marq……………… Enchantment used for protection of  

mystical objects or places 
Meena’keen……….. Eveash term meaning outsider 
Memory Shards…… Magical stones meant to absorb or  



 

 

completely destroy one’s memories 
M’Yashk…………... Evaesh wine 
The Nasir………….. Evaesh leader of the Klaet’il 
Nerana Leithor…..... Magic bearing human; heroine of  

our journey 
Nhamashel………… A magical cave hidden deep within 
Anaemiril 
Nizotl……………… God of Darkness; Divine of the  

Circle of Six 
Numera……………. Goddess of Elements; Divine of the 

Circle of Six 
Nyn’Dira…………... Evaesh territory; inhabited primarily 
   by Evae 
Nyx ……………….. Race of evae who hunt and feed on  

the living 
Order of Saro……… Religious faction that oversees the  

human-led territories of Laeroth; also 
known as The Order 

Pale face…………... Derogatory slang for evae 
Porsdur……………. Village within the hold of Llyne;  

central hub of the Broken Order  
Brotherhood 

Ravinshire………… Hold within the human-led territory 
  of Laeroth 

Reiman Leithor…… Founding member of the Broken Order 
Brotherhood; adoptive father to Nerana 

Revalor……………. See glass eye 
Rhyl ……………….. Evaesh forest clan 
Ria Vindagraav…… Vaeda’s mother 
Shadow Blades……. Human mercenary group 
Shared Wares……... An armory within Porsdur 
Smedlelund……….. Small lumber village in the hold of  

Llyne 
 

Spectro- 
magnificator ………. A rare tool meant to manipulate light  

into a key for runes or other various    
   enchanted items.  
Spindra……………. Arachnid creatures of darkness 
Styyr………………. Hold within the human-led territory of 



 

 

Laeroth 
Sword and Sheath… A famed brothel  
Tiaaven…………… Small eveash wreath meant to attract  
   peace 
Thorne……………. A notorious bounty hunter with the  
   Shadow Blades 
Travaran…………... A magical potion meant for healing 
Tree ………………. Mystical trees which hold magical  

energy 
Trials of Blood……. A magical test meant to protect the  
   cave of Nhamashel 
Vaeda Vindagraav… Birth name of Nerana Leithor 
Valde……………… A village within the hold of Llyne 
Vleland……………. Evaesh territory; home of the nyx 
Whispering  
Mountains………… Mountain range dividing Ravinshire  
   from Nyn’Dira 
Wispers…………… Unknown creatures of darkness 
Z’falendel…………. Evaesh book of runes 
Zeke Vindagraav….. Vaeda’s father 
Zy’mashik………… Evaesh term for the ancient runes 
 

 


